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HAZARDOUS
LOCATION

LIGHTING

Lind Equipment has the largest selection of portable

hazardous location lighting around.  We can supply

almost all of the Class, Division and Group requirements

that you may have with our hand lamps, floodlights,

flashlights, and headlights.

When selecting hazardous location lighting, please

be sure that you are knowledgeable about the

classification of the hazardous location in question, and

are selecting a light that is approved for use in that

area.  Canada and the US have different requirements

for approvals, so be sure that the light you are buying

is approved for use in the appropriate country.

HAND LAMPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-11
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Hazardous location lighting equipment needs to be approved for the specific type of hazardous
location in which you are working.  This is because the lights are built with the specific hazard in
mind and engineered to keep workers safe from that specific set of hazards.

Typically, a plant electrician will determine the classification of the hazardous location involved.
Below is a table outlining the basics of hazardous location classification.  More detailed information
is located on our website at www.lindequipment.net in the Resources section.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss your hazardous location needs, please do not
hesitate to give us a call.
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HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING

HAZARDOUS LOCATION CLASSIFICATIONS
The Canadian Electrical Code (Canada) and National Electrical Code (United States) classify
hazardous locations in accordance with the nature of the hazard.  Every location is assigned a 
Class, Division and Group.  The following is a brief summary of these classifications:

Equipment approved for Division 1 is also suitable for use in Division 2 areas.

Class I and II areas are further sub-divided by Groups; only equipment that has been approved
for a specific Group should be used in an area classified as belonging to that Group.  The
following is a brief summary of some of the hazards found in each group:

CLASS I Flammable gases/vapours may be present in the air in quantities sufficient to produce explosive/
flammable mixtures

DIVISION 1 Explosion hazard may exist during normal operations or repair/maintenance operations

DIVISION 2 Explosion hazard is normally confined within closed containers or systems, or the area is adjacent
to a Division 1 area from which the explosive gases might occasionally flow

CLASS II Combustible dust or electrically conductive combustible dust may be present

DIVISION 1 +  Electrically conductive combustible dust may be present, or
+  A hazardous amount of combustible dust may be present during normal operations, or as a
    result of a malfunction in the presence of an ignition source

DIVISION 2 Combustible dust may accumulate and interfere with the heat dissipation of electrical equipment,
or where the accumulation of dust may be ignited

CLASS III Easily ignitable fibres and flyings are present, but not likely to be suspended in air in quantities
sufficient to produce ignitable mixtures

E
F

G

CLASS I GROUPS CLASS II GROUPS
AcetyleneA Metal dusts such as aluminum and magnesium

Hydrogen, arsine, butadieneB Carbonaceous dusts such as coal and coke

Diethyl ether, ethylene, cyclopropane C
Gasoline, ethanol, natural gas, propane, acetone, benzene, butane, hexanes, naptha, tolueneD

Grain, flour, and starch dusts
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LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE)

HAND LAMPS
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Our most popular hazardous location lights are our hand lamps.  Easy to handle and use, these
lights have been tried and trusted in the toughest workplaces.  You can find Lind hazardous
location hand lamps in refineries, military bases, aircraft hangars and anywhere you need a light
as tough as you.

XP300LED RECHARGEABLE LED HAND LAMP

LED technology allows for strong, powerful light with little energy usage and heat generation.
As such, the technology is perfect for creating the first hazardous location rechargeable hand
lamp that can adjust its beam from a work light to a spot light.

Three bright 3W LEDs can work for 7 hours on a single battery charge and illuminate a wide work
area.  The battery has an LED indicator on it to warn when the charge is running out.  The LEDs
are long lasting and never need to be replaced.  Now you no longer need to be burdened with
long runs of cord or expensive explosion-proof plugs.

Comes complete with 120V charging cord, hanging hook, wrist straps, and protective lens.

APPROVALS:  cETLus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D

BULB:  3 x 3W LED, rated for 50,000 hours

LIGHT OUTPUT:  330 lumens

BATTERY:  4.8V NiMH lasts 7 hours on a single charge

CONSTRUCTION:  Rugged hard plastic handle, special
                                      polycarbonate lens (resistant to MEK,
                                      MPK), aluminum heat sinks, stainless steel
                                      hanging hook, soft bumpers to provide
                                      impact protection

HEIGHT: 13” (with battery pack)

DIAMETER:  4.5”

WEIGHT:  4.3 lbs (with battery)

XP300LED                 light with one NiMH battery pack and 120V charging cord

XP300LED-P1          extra NiMH battery

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING

FLUORESCENT

HAND LAMPS

XP87 AND XP87B COMPACT FLUORESCENT HAND LAMPS

Fluorescent bulbs generate minimal heat, making these lamps ideal for use in confined spaces.
These lights are approved for Class I and II hazardous areas, making them versatile choices for a
range of applications.  Available in 120V and low-voltage 12V versions.

The XP87 is a 13W light, while the XP87B is a 26W light.

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D and Class II, Division 1,
                       Groups F and G

All of our XP lights are available with optional cords and plugs.  Need an explosion proof plug?
Need a different type or length of cord?  No problem, just ask.

BULB:  Fluorescent 13W twin-tube (XP87) or 26W quad-tube (XP87B)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  900 lumens (for the 13W XP87), left scale
                                1,800 lumens (for the 26W XP87B), right scale

CONSTRUCTION:  Dupont ZYTEL outer construction is extremely
                                      rugged and leaves no exposed metal parts.
                                      Tempered glass globe.

LENGTH:  23”

DIAMETER:  4”

WEIGHT:  3.5 lbs (less cable)

Standard models include 16/3 SOOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP87                       13W 120V hand lamp only

XP87-25P               with 25’ cord and plug

XP87-50P               with 50’ cord and plug

XP87-100P          with 100’ cord and plug

XP87B                     26W 120V hand lamp only

XP87B-25P            with 25’ cord and plug

XP87B-50P            with 50’ cord and plug

XP87B-100P          with 100’ cord and plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  XP87 - P/N XP874 (13W bulb)  •  XP87B - P/N XP874B (26W bulb)

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

XP87BXP87
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INCANDESCENT
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XP162 INCANDESCENT HAND LAMP

A rugged Tuffite handle and aluminum guard make this a mainstay of the hazardous location
line.  It is operable at 120V, 240V or low-voltage 12V.

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D

All of our XP lights are available with optional cords and plugs.  Need an explosion proof plug?
Need a different type or length of cord?  No problem, just ask.

BULB:  100W A21 rough service bulb (included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  1,600 lumens

CONSTRUCTION:  Tuffite phenolic handle, aluminum guard,
                                      tempered glass globe

LENGTH:  18.5”

DIAMETER:  5”

WEIGHT:  4 lbs (less cable)

Standard models include 16/3 SOOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP162                        100W 120V hand lamp only

XP162-25P               with 25’ cord and plug

XP162-50P               with 50’ cord and plug

XP162-100P          with 100’ cord and plug

REPLACEMENT BULBS:  P/N XP21 (A21 rough service bulb)  •  P/N XP22 (240V bulb)

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING

INSPECTION LIGHT

HAND LAMPS

XP65 TUBULAR FLUORESCENT INSPECTION LIGHT

The XP65’s low operating temperature, narrow diameter, and lightweight design make it well
suited for confined space applications.  It is extensively used in the aviation industry, especially
for fuel cell and wing tank inspections.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH BRIGHT LED ARRAY!

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Group D and Class 2, Division 1, Group G

BULB:  8W 120V tubular fluorescent or high intensity LED array

LIGHT OUTPUT:  450 lumens (for the XP65), left scale
                                250 lumens (for the XP65LED), right scale

CONSTRUCTION:  Tuffite phenolic handle, and aluminum guard

LENGTH:  27”

DIAMETER:  2.5”

WEIGHT:  3 lbs (less cable)

Standard models include 16/3 SOOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP65                             8W 120V inspection light only

XP65-25P                    with 25’ cord and plug

XP65-50P                    with 50’ cord and plug

XP65-75P                    with 75’ cord and plug (NSN 6230-00-042-5677)

XP65-100P                  with 100’ cord and plug

XP65LED                      LED array inspection light only

XP65LED-25P            with 25’ cord and plug

XP65LED-50P            with 50’ cord and plug

XP65LED-75P            with 75’ cord and plug

XP65LED-100P          with 100’ cord and plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  XP65 - P/N XP153 (8W bulb)  •  XP65LED - P/N XP65LED-P1 (LED array)

Retrofit your exisiting XP65 to use the new LED array!  P/N XP65LED-P1

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

XP65 XP65LED
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XP25 INCANDESCENT PORTABLE INSPECTION LIGHT

The XP25 can be used as an inspection light in a number of industries including aircraft
maintenance and drum inspection.  With a diameter of under 2”, this light will fit in tight spaces
that no other hazardous location light can go, making it a particular favourite of the drum
inspection industry.  Meets several MIL-SPECs and has approved NSN numbers.  The XP25H comes
standard with a 30” handle extension.

APPROVALS:  cUL and UL Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D

BULB:  25W incandescent bulb

LIGHT OUTPUT:  230 lumens

CONSTRUCTION:  Tuffite phenolic handle and aluminum guard

LENGTH: 16.75”

DIAMETER:  1 11/16”

WEIGHT:  1.3 lbs (light head only)

Standard models include 16/3 SOOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP25-100P            with 100” cord and plug (NSN 6230-00-266-8646 AND 6230-00-283-9671)

XP25H-100P          with 30” handle and 100” cord and plug (NSN 6230-00-095-3674)

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N XP25-P1

INSPECTION LIGHT

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING
FLOODLIGHTS

XP1730 METAL HALIDE FLOODLIGHT

This portable hazardous location floodlight offers a bright light that can illuminate a wide area
with its 70W metal halide lamp.  The housing is made from non-sparking aluminum that can
stand up to rough service.  Additionally, the housing is rain-tight and suitable for wet locations 
(CSA type 4/NEMA 4).

APPROVALS:  CSA and UL Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D.  Class II, Division 1, Group F.

XP1630 INCANDESCENT EXPLOSION-PROOF FLOODLIGHT

The XP1630 uses the same rain-tight rough service housing as the XP1730, with cost-effective 150W
incandescent flood bulb technology on the inside.  When compared to the competition’s 300W
incandescent XP flood, our tests show that the XP1630 is twice as bright at a distance of 50’.  

APPROVALS:  CSA and UL Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D.  Class II, Division 1,
                        Groups F and G.

BULB:  70W metal halide

LIGHT OUTPUT:  6,000 lumens

CONSTRUCTION:  Cast non-sparking aluminum, covered
                                      aluminum handle

DIMENSIONS:  13.25” (depth) x 15.9” (height) x 12.5” (width)

WEIGHT:  23 lbs

XP1730-100P          70W metal halide floodlight with 100’ 16/3 SOW cord and
                                     non-explosion proof plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N XP1732

BULB:  150W PAR38 flood bulb

LIGHT OUTPUT:  2,200 lumens

CONSTRUCTION:  Non-sparking cast copper-free aluminum
                                      housing with powder-coat yellow paint

DIMENSIONS:  12.5” (depth) x 15.9” (height) x 13.25” (width)

WEIGHT:  23 lbs (less cable)

XP1630-25P            with 25’ 16/3 SOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP1630-50P            with 50’ 16/3 SOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

XP1630-100P          with 100’ 16/3 SOW cord and non-explosion proof plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N XP1632

The XP1730 and XP1630 can be put on a 5.5’-11’ tripod (P/N XP-TR1617)

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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TLS-100XP EXPLOSION-PROOF STRINGLIGHTS

These stringlights are designed and approved to be used in hazardous locations by incorporating
incandescent explosion-proof hand lamps into sturdy t-drops and cable.  The TLS-100XP is 100’
long, with a light every 10 feet.  By default, these come with an Appleton explosion-proof plug
and connector, but can be configured to match your needs.

APPROVALS:  cETLus Class I and II, Division 1, Groups C, D, F and G

STRINGLIGHTS

HEADLIGHT

BULB:  A21 rough service bulb (10 per string light)

CORD:  100’ 12/3 SEOW

REPLACEMENT BULBS:  P/N XP21

HL-X HAZARDOUS LOCATION HEADLIGHT

Bring the light with you with our explosion proof headlight.  Fitting comfortably directly on your
head or on your hard hat, this light will focus on the immediate area in front of you, leaving your
hands free to work.

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Groups C and D

BULB:  PR15 flashlight bulb

CONSTRUCTION:  Durable and chemically resistant polypropylene

WEIGHT WITH BATTERIES:  220g (7.6oz)

BATTERY:  Requires 4 AA cells.  Battery burn time is approximately 6 hours with alkaline cells.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N HL-501

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING

XP99 LOW-VOLTAGE HANDHELD EXPLOSION-PROOF SPOTLIGHT

The XP99 is designed for those hazardous locations where you need to get light directly on the
job that you are doing, rather than lighting up the entire area.  Low-voltage operation makes it
ideal for tank and wet location inspections.

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified for Class I, Division 1, Group D

EXPLOSION-PROOF SPOTLIGHT

EXPLOSION-PROOF EXTENSION CORDS

BULB:  50W 12V halogen spot bulb (50W halogen flood bulb also available)

CONSTRUCTION:  Tuffite phenolic handle and aluminum guard.
                                      Tempered glass lens.

LENGTH:  16”

DIAMETER:  5.5”

WEIGHT:  3 lbs (less cable)

XP99          50W 12V spotlight only

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N 2150-95

LE12 EXPLOSION-PROOF EXTENSION CORDS

These extension cords are designed and approved to be used in hazardous locations.  Simply
wiring explosion-proof plugs and connectors to a length of wire does not constitute an approved
product.  Safeguard your people and equipment and comply with safety codes by buying Lind’s
approved explosion-proof extension cords.

By default, these come with an Appleton explosion-proof plug (ECP-1523) and connector
(ECCL-2023), but can be configured to match your needs.

APPROVALS:  Class I, Division 1, Groups B, C and D.  Class II, Division 1, Group G coal dust.

CORD:  12/3 SOOW

LE12-50XP             50’ 12/3 SOOW cable with explosion-proof plug and connector

LE12-100XP          100’ 12/3 SOOW cable with explosion-proof plug and connector

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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INDUSTRIAL
LIGHTING

At Lind, we know portable lighting.  And we know how

to illuminate tough environments.  We have taken our

decades of experience in hazardous location portable

lighting and applied that to our heavy-duty and

industrial lights.  You can trust our wide variety of Lind

lights to be there when you need them and to provide

light where you need it most.

The rigorous standards that we apply to our explosion

proof lights are the same principles that we follow

when we are creating a new line of portable lighting

for your tough workplace.  We know that every job

has different lighting needs, and we have created a

broad line to meet those demands.

HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17-25

FLOOD & DOCK LIGHTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26-32

STRINGLIGHTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33-35

BATTERY-POWERED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36-40
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

TRADITIONAL BULB TECHNOLOGY LED TECHNOLOGY

Lighting technology is changing rapidly.  The introduction of high quality LED lights is adding an
entirely new dimension of "bulb-less" lights that provide many benefits over existing technology.
But they also require a new knowledge of how they produce and project light in order to compare
them to traditional bulb lights.

In particular, it is difficult to compare the light output of an LED light and a bulb (incandescent,
fluorescent, quartz halogen, etc) using a metric like lumens.  People often read the lumen output
of an LED light and are disappointed to find a lower number than a traditional bulb, but when they
see the light output in person, the LED light seems equal if not brighter than its bulb counterpart
with the higher lumen number.  While the lumen is a very common measure of light output, it is a
flawed one to use when comparing across these technologies.

Lumens measure the entire light output of a light source.  With a bulb, that total light output is
spread across the entire bulb surface.  The bulb sends light up, down, backwards, and forwards.
This means that much of the light that a bulb produces is sent in the direction away from the the
work area.  While most work lights and flood lights have reflectors in them to bounce the light
back towards the work area, these reflectors do a very poor job and most of that light is lost.
Our testing shows that up to 45% of the lumens from a bulb can be lost in the reflector or sent in
a direction away from the work area.

With LED technology, the light produced from the LED array is sent in one direction.  Unlike a bulb,
the entire amount of light output goes directly on to a work area.  LEDs can also be focused and
directed so that the entire light output floods more or is a more concentrated beam, depending
on the requirement.  Regardless, all of the lumens produced are shining on the work area.  There
is no lost light output like you find with a bulb.  As such, LEDs require much less total light output
(lumens) than bulbs do to produce the same amount of useable light on the work area.

Additionally, high quality LED arrays will produce a very crisp white light that is very easy for your
eyes to use.  This colour of light reflects nicely off surfaces and works well with the physiology of
the human eye.  Most of the bulb technologies produce a yellow tinted light that tends to not
illuminate surfaces very well.  As such, even with a higher amount of total lumens, the light output
from a bulb tends to look dimmer than the light from a high quality LED.

These two factors together (lost lumens from bulbs, and the colour of light) make it so that an LED
light with a lower lumen rating actually illuminates a work area better than a bulb light with a
much higher lumen rating.  Because of this, it is difficult to properly compare bulb lights with LED
lights based on lumens alone.  So for this catalogue, we created a “usable light” scale that you
will see beside each of our lights.  This scale helps you to determine the relative light from each
of our work lights regardless of the lighting technology.  Use this scale to help you make choices
between our different lights rather than just comparing the lumen values.

UNDERSTANDING “USABLE LIGHT”

Bulb sends light
everywhere, and
much of the light
is lost and doesn’t 
reach the work
area

LEDs are a more 
concentrated 
beam and only 
send light directly
to the work area
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LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE)

LED HEAVY-DUTY

BULB:  Eight 0.5W LEDs in work light, One 1W LED in top end

LIGHT OUTPUT:  240 lumens

LENGTH:  12”

DIAMETER:  2”

WEIGHT:  1.0 lb (light head)

CONSTRUCTION:  Replaceable polycarbonate outer lens,
                                      rubber end cap, Nylon 66 hard plastic,
                                      chemical resistant handle

LE1425LED          with 25’ of 18/2 SJTOW cord and plug

Light emitting diode (LED) work lights consume less energy than incandescent or fluorescent lights,
remain cool in use, and remain functional in freezing operating temperatures.

All models feature:

+  Bright white LEDs with extremely long lamp life (50,000 hours average)
+  Advanced reflector design that directs the light where you need it
+  Ergonomically designed non-slip grips
+  Recessed on/off switch
+  Rotatable hanging hook
+  Lay flat design that allows light to be projected upwards

LE1425LED HEAVY-DUTY LED WORK LIGHT

Our incredibly popular line of LuminexTM heavy-duty work lights now has a very bright LED model.
We’ve retained all the features that make these lights virtually indestructable, including the
polycarbonate lens.  The LE1425LED operates as a work light and as a flashlight due to the extra
LED in the top end.  Includes dual hanging hooks.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS

Hand lamps are the heart and soul of our lighting line, and we’ve been working with them right
from the beginning.  We know hand lamps so well, we’ve got three different technologies
(LED, fluorescent, and incandescent/CFL) to offer you a wide range of applications (hazardous,
heavy-duty, industrial, and commercial).

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

Watch a video of the LE1425LED in action at

www.lindequipment.net/worklights#le1425led
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

LED INDUSTRIAL

HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS

LED6015 LED WORK LIGHT

The LED6015 has 55 LEDs, providing greater light output across its longer dimensions without
dramatically increasing weight.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LED5015G LED WORK LIGHT

Packing 50 LEDs into a compact space, the LED5015G is bright white light where you need it
most.  It incorporates a 13A convenience outlet in the handle so that you can plug in additional
tools.  The LED5015G also comes with a removable magnet mount and dual hooks so that it can
be positioned exactly where you need it.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BULB:  55 LED, 3.95W

LIGHT OUTPUT:  133 lumens

LENGTH:  18.5”

WIDTH:  2”

HEIGHT:  1.5”

WEIGHT:  2.1 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Molded plastic housing

LED6015          15’ 18/2 SJT cord

BULB:  50 LED, 3.39W

LIGHT OUTPUT:  112 lumens

LENGTH:  15”

WIDTH:  3.5”

HEIGHT:  2”

WEIGHT:  2.9 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Molded plastic housing

LED5015G          15’ 16/3 SJT cord

Put lights LE1425LED/LED6015/LED5015G on a reel.  See page 44.

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA

IL
S

USABLE LIGHT
SCALE
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FLUORESCENT

FLUORESCENT HEAVY-DUTY

Fluorescent hand lamps are cool running by design so you don’t have to worry about having your
light close by in tight spaces.  Our lines of fluorescent lights are built tough for your tough jobs.

The LumenexTM series of fluorescent work lights use a tubular polycarbonate design to ensure
maximum durability.  The housings are completely shatter-proof for safety in the toughest
environments.  Durable rubber end caps absorb shock if the light is dropped and work to keep
moisture and dust out of the light chamber.  Lightweight, rugged design, and rough-service
lamps ensure a long service life.  LumenexTM lights include a full-length reflector, totally enclosed
switch, hanging hook, and yellow 18/2 SJTOW cord.

Any of our LumenexTM lights can be made vapour proof.  Our exclusive ‘vapour-proof’ versions 
prevent water vapours from entering the light chamber.  Just add -V to the part number.

LE1300/1400 SERIES LUMENEXTM WORK LIGHTS

Our 1300 and 1400 series lights are both 13W lights that give off 900 lumens of light.  The 1300 series
have the ballast inline on the cord, which makes the light head lighter and more manoeuvrable.
The 1400 series have the ballast in the handle of the light itself, which eliminates the need for the
in-line ballast.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LE1300 LIGHTS

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  11”L x 2”diameter

LE1325          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.7 lbs

LE1350          with 50’ cord and plug, 3.8 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PL13/CWRS

LE1400 LIGHTS

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  12”L x 2”diameter

LE1425          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.5 lbs

LE1450          with 50’ cord and plug, 3.7 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PL13/CWRS

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS

LE1500 SERIES LUMENEXTM FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT

The LumenexTM 1500 series has a more powerful 15W bulb that gives off 920 lumens.  The linear
fluorescent bulb means a longer light that illuminates a larger area than the 1300/1400 series.
The ballast is inline on the cord.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LE3100 SERIES LUMENEXTM FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT

The 3100 series is a more powerful LumenexTM hand lamp.  At 25W it gives off 2,200 lumens to 
ensure that your task is completely lit up, enabling you to do your job.  The ballast is in the handle.

APPROVAL:  ESA Certified

FLUORESCENT HEAVY-DUTY

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  22”L x 2”diameter

LE1525          with 25’ cord and plug, 3 lbs

LE1550          with 50’ cord and plug, 5 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N DF15T8CW

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  46”L x 2”diameter

LE3125          with 25’ cord and plug, 8 lbs

LE3150          with 50’ cord and plug, 10 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N F25T8CW 

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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FLUORESCENT HEAVY-DUTY

FLUORESCENT INDUSTRIAL

LE5025 LUMENEXTM FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT

This rugged 50W light is for when you need portable illumination of a larger work area.  It features
the same polycarbonate shield and virtually indestructable construction of our other LumenexTM

lights, but with the largest bulb yet.  Comes with hanging hook, handle and on/off switch on cord.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

LIGHT OUTPUT:  4,300 lumens

LENGTH:  30”

DIAMETER:  3.75”

WEIGHT:  7 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Polycarbonate outer tube,
                                      rubber end caps and handle

LE5025          with 25’ of 16/3 SJEOW cold-weather rated cord and plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PLL50/CW/RS

UPL25G AND UPL50G FLUORESCENT HAND LIGHT

Our 13W UPL lights are industrial quality fluorescent hand lamps with a 13A convenience outlet
at the base of the light for plugging in power tools.  The UPL has a shatter resistant polycarbonate 
lamp shield to stand up to abuse.  It includes a full-length reflector, switch, hook, and removable 
magnet mount.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

BULB:  13W twin-tube compact fluorescent

LIGHT OUTPUT:  900 lumens

LENGTH:  13”

DIAMETER:  2.75”

WEIGHT:  4 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Polycarbonate outer tube,
                                      molded plastic handle

UPL-25G          25’ 16/3 SJTW cord

UPL-50G          50’ 16/3 SJTW cord

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PL13/CWRS

Put the UPL on a cable reel.  See page 44. 

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS

DPL-25G FLUORESCENT HAND LAMP

The DPL is the big brother to the UPL.  At 26W and 1,800 lumens, it gives off twice the light of the
UPL without adding a lot of bulk or weight.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

FLUORESCENT INDUSTRIAL

BULB:  Dual 13W twin-tube compact fluorescent lamps (26W total)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  1,800 lumens

LENGTH:  15”

DIAMETER:  3.5”

WEIGHT:  4 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Polycarbonate outer tube,
                                      molded plastic handle

DPL-25G          25’ 16/3 SJT cord

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N DPL-P14

BULB:  15W linear fluorescent

LIGHT OUTPUT:  920 lumens

LENGTH:  26”

DIAMETER:  2”

WEIGHT:  4 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Polycarbonate outer tube,
                                      molded plastic handle

LEBD1525          25’ 16/3 SJT cord

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N F15T8CW

LEBD1525 FLUORESCENT LINEAR WORK LIGHT

If your industrial worksite needs light over a larger area than a standard hand lamp, the LEBD1525
is the right tool for your needs.  A shatter resistant polycarbonate outer tube provides toughness.
The versatile mounting brackets and hooks for vertical or horizontal hanging ensure that the
LEBD1525 casts light where you need it.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INCANDESCENT/CFL

INCANDESCENT/CFL HEAVY-DUTY

The incandescent light has been around forever, and it still works hard for you everyday.  No
matter what your industry or job looks like, we’ve got an incandescent light that can stand up
to what you throw at it.  Prefer compact fluorescent bulbs?  Not a problem.  Our incandescent
hand lamps will accommodate most of the new CFL bulbs as well.

VY3 VAPOUR-PROOF HAND LAMP

Our durable VY3 hand lamp is suitable for areas where water vapour is present.

APPROVALS:  cETL and ETL Certified

BULB RATING:  Up to a 100W 120V A-21 incandescent or
                               CFL bulb (not included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  Dependent upon bulb

LENGTH:  18”

DIAMETER:  4.5”

WEIGHT:  3 lbs (less cable)

CONSTRUCTION:  Heat and impact resistant glass globe absorbs
                                      shock and thermal changes.  Heavy-gauge metal guard is zinc
                                      plated and features quick-latches for easy lamp replacement.
                                      Rubber handle resists grease, oil, solvents, temperature extremes
                                      and moisture.

FEATURES:  16/3 SOOW cord and grounded plug (14/3 SOOW cord is also available)

NOTE:  Not submersible and not for use in hazardous locations 

VY3                     120V hand lamp only

VY3-25P            with 25’ cord

VY3-50P            with 50’ cord

VY3-100P          with 100’ cord

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N XP21

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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BULB RATING:  Up to a 100W 120V A-21 incandescent or
                               CFL bulb (not included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  Dependent upon bulb

LENGTH:  16.5”

DIAMETER:  4.1”

CONSTRUCTION:  High-visibility yellow rubber handle resists
                                      grease, oils, solvents, and extreme temperatures.
                                      Guard is made of extra-heavy gauge steel wire
                                      and is zinc coated to resist corrosion.
                                      Meets OSHA requirements No. 1926.403(g) and No. 1926.405(j) (iii).

FEATURES:  Heavy-duty neoprene 16/3 SOW cable which is oil/weather resistant,
                       and stays flexible in cold temperatures.

LE100-25P            with 25’ cord and plug, 4.3 lbs

LE100-50P            with 50’ cord and plug, 6.5 lbs

LE100-100P          with 100’ cord and plug, 11.4 lbs

24 LIND EQUIPMENT LTD.    T: 877.475.LIND    www.lindequipment.net

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
HAND LAMPS & WORK LIGHTS

LE100 HEAVY-DUTY RUBBER WORK LIGHT

This model has an extremely rugged design for long life in abusive industrial conditions.  The
one-piece molded construction tightly seals against the cord and socket to prevent the entry of
moisture and dirt.  Convenient swivel hook and smooth reflector featured on the guard.

APPROVALS:  CSA and UL Certified

LE103 HEAVY-DUTY HAND LAMP

With a durable oversized metal guard and a grounded convenience outlet in the handle, the
LE103 provides you the flexibility of bringing extra power with you to your task.  The outlet has a
15A circuit breaker to protect against power overloads, which can cause electrical fires.
Includes an on/off switch in the handle.

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified 

INCANDESCENT/CFL HEAVY-DUTY

BULB RATING:  Up to a 100W 120V incandescent
                               or CFL bulb (not included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  Dependent upon bulb

LENGTH:  17”

DIAMETER:  4.3”

CONSTRUCTION:  Molded plastic handle.
                                     Swing-open guard with reflector
                                     allows tool-free bulb replacement.

FEATURES:  Weather resistant 14/3 SJTW cord comes in high-visibility
                        yellow, and allows for increased current carrying capacity.

LE103-25P            with 25’ cord and plug, 3.9 lbs

LE103-50P            with 50’ cord and plug, 6.1 lbs

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INCANDESCENT/CFL INDUSTRIAL

LE104 INDUSTRIAL ALL-TEMPERATURE WORK LIGHT

Our LE104 all-temperature light is designed to keep working in the temperature extremes that
you face.  The 16/3 SJTOW cord stays flexible in cold temperatures and resists high temperatures.
It also has a convenience outlet with 13A circuit breaker to let you bring additional power to
your task.  Includes an on/off switch in the handle.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LE105 GENERAL PURPOSE HAND LAMP

The LE105 is an affordable hand lamp for those applications that do not require specialized
capabilities.  It has a grounded 13A convenience outlet and on/off switch in handle.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified 

BULB RATING:  Up to a 100W 120V incandescent or
                               CFL bulb (not included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  Dependent upon bulb

LENGTH:  14.6”

DIAMETER:  3.5”

CONSTRUCTION:  Molded plastic handle.  Swing-open
                                      guard with reflector allows tool-free
                                      bulb replacement.

LE104-25P          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.5 lbs

LE104-50P          with 50’ cord and plug, 4.1 lbs

BULB RATING:  Up to a 100W 120V incandescent
                               or CFL bulb (not included)

LIGHT OUTPUT:  Dependent upon bulb

LENGTH:  12.6”

DIAMETER:  3.5”

CONSTRUCTION:  Molded plastic handle.
                                      Swing-open guard with reflector
                                      allows tool-free bulb replacement.  16/3 SJT cord.

LE105-25P          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.5 lbs

LE105-50P          with 50’ cord and plug, 4.2 lbs

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
FLOOD & DOCK LIGHTS

LE970LED 50W LED PORTABLE FLOODLIGHT

The LE970LED is a very bright industrial weatherproof LED flood light designed for the toughest
locations.  A first of its kind, the LE970LED projects a wide, shadow-free flood of crisp, white light.
The high quality LEDs are rated for over 50,000 hours (over 5 years of 24/7 use), meaning you
never have to change a bulb.  Additionally, the LED technology means an instant start in even 
the coldest locations, and the fixture never heats up.

The LE970LED provides 5,000 lumens of light (usable light equivalent to a 500W quartz halogen)
directly on your workspace – no wasted light that you get when using ‘bulb’ technology.

Available on a tripod with single or double head, or floor stand.

APPROVALS:  cETL Certified

BULB:  50W LED array

LIGHT OUTPUT:  5,000 lumens

LIGHT TEMPERATURE:  4500 K (bright white light-no blue tint)

ENVIRONMENTAL RATING:  IP65

WEIGHT:  10 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Aluminum housing with powder-coat yellow paint,
                                     tempered glass lens and 15’ 18/3 SJOW cord

                              LE970LED                    light head and yoke

                              LE970LED-TR              4-8’ tripod unit with single light head

                              LE970LED-TD          4-8’ tripod unit with double light head and
                                                                             individual switches

                              LE970LED-FS             floor stand unit

FLOODLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL
SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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SAVE over $100.00 per year in energy savings vs. 500W quartz halogen

Add -R to the part number for our “ruggedized” version, complete with
“shatter guard” lens, 16/3 SOOW cable, enhanced strain relief and thick
metal yoke.  Perfect for rougher use or abusive environments.  See the
video for more details (below).  

See videos of the LE970LED in action at www.lindequipment.net/le970led
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BULB:  65W Fluorescent

LIGHT OUTPUT:  4,800 lumens

HEIGHT:  13”

WIDTH:  13.7”

DEPTH:  5.7”

WEIGHT:  9 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Aluminum light fixture, tempered glass lens

LE981          with 5’ of 18/3 SJTW cable

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE981-P1

LE981 FLUORESCENT FLOODLIGHT

A fluorescent flood light that gives off a large amount of crisp white light, the LE981 is cool-running
so you never have to worry about kicking or knocking it over.  At a very affordable price point,
this light is perfect for a wide variety of applications.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LE990 FLUORESCENT FLOODLIGHT

An extra bright heavy-duty flood light designed to provide energy efficient portable lighting
without compromise.

The polycarbonate lens is virtually unbreakable and makes this light perfect for use in food and
agriculture facilities or other areas where glass is prohibited.  The durable plastic housing can take
significant abuse and impact without breaking.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

BULB:  3 X 36W Fluorescent Lamps

LIGHT OUTPUT:  8,250 lumens

WEIGHT:  Light head is 10 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Polycarbonate lens with durable
                                      plastic housing.  Comes as a light
                                      head only (LE990) which can sit
                                      upright on a surface using the
                                      yoke to stabilize or mounted on
                                      a 4-8’ tripod (LE990-TR).

LE990                floor stand unit with 20’ of 18/3 SJTW cable

LE990-TR          4-8’ tripod unit with 20’ of 18/3 SJTW cable 

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE990-P1

FLOODLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

BD-1 INDUSTRIAL FLOODLIGHT

The BD-1 is an industrial strength flood lamp that delivers power in a compact package.  It lights 
up to 5,000 FT2 and features a lightweight, high-strength tubular steel tripod stand.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BD-MAG MAGNETIC FLOODLIGHT

Our 500W industrial flood lamp with a powerful 40lb pull strength
magnet that attaches to metal surfaces.  Perfect for getting the
light off the ground quickly.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

BULB:  500W, 2,000 hour quartz halogen lamp included

LIGHT OUTPUT:  10,500 lumens

LENGTH:  11” including handle

WIDTH:  9”

HEIGHT:  13” from base of stand

WEIGHT:  8.4 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  PVC-coated solid steel base.  8’ 16/3 SJTOW cord.  Hinged
                                     one-piece weatherproof fixture allows quick and easy bulb
                                      replacement.  Chrome-plated, solid steel light guard.
                                      Scratch-resistant powder coated finish.  Tempered glass lens.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

BD-CLAMP MOUNTABLE FLOODLIGHT

A third version of our 500W industrial flood lamp, the BD-CLAMP
has a screw-type clamp allows the mounting of the light anywhere
you need it, including ladders or scaffolding.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

FLOODLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL
SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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FLOOD & DOCK LIGHTS
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BD-8UD AND BD-8UND INDUSTRIAL FLOODLIGHT

When you need to put your floodlight up high, the BD-8UD and BD-8UND are perfect.  All the
light power in an industrial construction that won’t let you down.  These units are twin 500W quartz
halogen lamps that will light up to 14,000 FT2, mounted on a telescoping tripod that brings the lights
between 4 - 8’ off the ground.  Separate 10A switches allow for independent operation of each
light, and each fixture independently rotates 360 degrees to give you the most flexibility.  The
infinitely adjustable steel base expands to 48” and allows the use of sandbags for added stability.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BULB:  Two 500W, 2,000 hour quartz halogen lamp included

LIGHT OUTPUT:  21,000 lumens

WEIGHT:  19.5 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Steel base, 15’ 16/3 SJTOW cord

BD-8UD             Features the cord being located inside the tripod
                              for enhanced stability

BD-8UND          Has spring mountings for the fixtures to help cushion them from impact.
                              The power cord is run externally.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

FLOODLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

BD-3U INDUSTRIAL FLOODLIGHT

Lighting up to 6,000 FT2, the BD-3U has a 1 - 3’ telescoping tripod base for illuminating smaller areas.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BULB:  500W, 2,000 hour quartz halogen lamp included

LIGHT OUTPUT:  10,500 lumens

WEIGHT:  7.6 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Steel base, 8’ 16/3 SJTOW cord, rubber leg tips
                                      protect surfaces, and provide stability.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

BD-8U INDUSTRIAL FLOODLIGHT

The BD-8U has a single 500W quartz halogen lamp that will illuminate up to 7,000 FT2.  It’s our
BD-8UD unit, but scaled down for those that need less light.  Telescoping tripod brings light 4 - 8’
off the ground.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BULB:  500W, 2,000 hour quartz halogen lamp included

LIGHT OUTPUT:  10,500 lumens

WEIGHT:  14.8 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Steel base, 15’ 16/3 SJTOW cord, rubber leg tips
                                      protect surfaces, and provide stability.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

FLOOD & DOCK LIGHTS

FLOODLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL
SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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BD-1000MH HEAVY-DUTY 1000W POWER TOWER

Powerful enough to light up large construction sites, and yet collapsible to fit in a truck or SUV.
The BD1000MH utilizes intense, high efficiency, metal halide bulbs that are rated for 10,000 hours
and can light up to 109,000 FT2.  Built to withstand the rigors of a jobsite, the stable design features
a rugged aluminum fixture with a tempered glass lens.  Sets up or collapses in only a couple of
minutes.  Removable and adjustable mast allows the light to be positioned from 19” to 12 1/2’
from the ground.

The base includes all-terrain pneumatic rubber tires.  Can accommodate any standard generator
on its base, or run directly from a power outlet (see power requirements below).

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BD-2000MH HEAVY-DUTY 2000W POWER TOWER

Twice the light, no compromises.  With the same base and mast as the BD1000MH, the BD2000MH
doubles down with two 1000W metal halide bulbs.  This unit gives off an amazing amount of light
and can illuminate up to 218,000 FT2.

APPROVAL:  cETLus Certified

BULB:  Single 1000W metal halide bulb

LIGHT OUTPUT:  110,000 lumens

WEIGHT:  125 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Aluminum light fixture, tempered glass lens,
                                     steel mast and base

POWER REQUIREMENT:  120V 8.4A, NEMA 5-15 plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N P100817  

BULB:  Double 1000W metal halide bulb

LIGHT OUTPUT:  220,000 lumens

WEIGHT:  200 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Aluminum light fixture, tempered glass lens,
                                     steel mast and base

POWER REQUIREMENT:  120V 16.7A, NEMA L5-30 plug

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N P100817

TOWER LIGHTS HEAVY-DUTY

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

L61 LED DOCK LIGHT

Bright, energy efficient LED technology comes to the dock light.  Our L61 LED dock light shines a
bright beam designed to light up the longest of trailers with no wasted light.  The LEDs last over
50,000 hours (over 5 years of 24/7 use) and give off almost no heat, meaning a safer light with
much less maintenance.  Comes with a flexible arm, which helps to cushion the light against 
impact and allows for unlimited positioning.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

L41 HEAVY-DUTY HALOGEN DOCK LIGHT

Our heavy-duty docklight has what it takes to light up entire trailers so that you can get your job
done no matter what time of day and no matter what weather conditions.  Suitable for even wet
areas, the L41 has a 40” extension arm and five pivot points to provide easy positioning.  Two
adjustment knobs allow fixture to pivot up and down.  Safety yellow fixture, arm, and grounded
6’ cord with plug.  Includes 2 bulbs (1 spare).

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

BULB:  500W, 2,000 hour quartz halogen lamp included

LIGHT OUTPUT:  10,500 lumens

WEIGHT:  11 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Aluminum fixture, tubular steel
                                      arm, tempered glass lens, and
                                      wire guard

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE86-P35

BULB:  16W LED

LIGHT OUTPUT:  1,300 lumens

WEIGHT:  12 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Housing made from strong
                                      polycarbonate polymer.  Flexible
                                      arm allows for unlimited positioning.
                                      No glass parts, so able to be used
                                      in food processing areas.

FLOOD & DOCK LIGHTS

DOCK LIGHTS HEAVY-DUTY
SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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SAVE up to $150.00 per year in energy savings vs. traditional dock lights
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HEAVY-DUTY
LE5005 FLUORESCENT STRINGLIGHT

Fluorescent stringlights are ideal for a range of industrial uses including aircraft servicing, tunnels,
tank cleaning, and temporary area lighting in military/construction tents.

Feed-through receptacle at the end of the fixture permits the linking of multiple units together,
and each unit includes two hooks for horizontal suspension.  The casing is moisture and dust
resistant and has a full-length reflector that directs light onto the work area.

The LE5005 comes in regular and vapour-proof versions.

APPROVAL:  CSA Certified

STRINGLIGHTS

Temporary stringlights are reliable, economical, and versatile lighting for a wide range of
industrial applications.  Stringlights eliminate much of the labour and potential hazards associated
with wiring other types of temporary lighting.  Their durability ensures that they can be reused on
many work sites.  Provides an ideal solution for lighting sewers, tunnels, shipyards, aircraft and
construction sites.

BULB:  PLL50/CW/RS 50W PLL-type lamp (included)
             is rated for 14,000 hours

LIGHT OUTPUT:  4,300 lumens of light (equivalent
                                to 250-300W incandescent)

OVERALL LENGTH:  35”

HANGING HEIGHT (WITH HOOKS):  14”

TUBE DIAMETER:  2.75”

MAXIMUM OUTER DIAMETER:  4”

CORD TYPE:  16/3 SJTOW

UNIT WEIGHT:  6 lbs

CONSTRUCTION:  Thick-walled polycarbonate outer tube is virtually unbreakable;
                                     oversized end caps provide additional impact protection.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PLL50/CW/RS

These lights can be strung together to light larger areas in chains of up to 24 lights. 

PART NO.
LE5005 Dust resistant

Vapour-proof

Flush-mount receptacle

1’ pigtail with weatherproof connector4’

5’

CONSTRUCTION INPUT CORD OUTPUT

LE5005V

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
STRINGLIGHTS

INDUSTRIAL
TLS-50 AND TLS-100 STRINGLIGHTS

For tough, temporary lighting using incandescent or compact fluorescent bulbs, the TLS-50 (50’)
and TLS-100 (100’) can’t be beat.  The rugged 12/3 STW cable is high visibility yellow and can
withstand the toughest treatment.  The TLS has hanging holes on each socket allowing installation
with either spikes or S-hooks.  These strings can be linked together for longer runs.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

BULB:  Sockets are rated for a maximum 120V 150W A23 style bulb

FEATURES:  Available with plastic lamp guards or heavy-duty grounded metal guards

PART NO.
TLS-50 Plastic

Metal

1875W

1875W

13.0 lbs

13.9 lbs5

5

50’

50’

LENGTH # OF SOCKETS GUARD LINKED RATING WEIGHT

TLS-50MG
TLS-100 Plastic

Metal

1875W

1875W

25.3 lbs

27.1 lbs10

10

100’

100’

TLS-100MG

REPLACEMENT GUARD:  P/N TLS-PG (plastic)

REPLACEMENT GUARD:  P/N TLS-MG (metal)

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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CONTRACTOR
TLS-100CG CONTRACTOR-GRADE STRINGLIGHTS

Building off of the design considerations put into our rugged industrial stringlights, we have created
a contractor-grade stringlight that combines our traditional Lind Equipment high quality in a
cost-effective solution.  Guards come pre-assembled on sockets for immediate usage.  Outlet on
end to link together units for longer runs.

APPROVALS:  cUL and UL Certified

LE-HB400PLS TEMPORARY HIGH BAY LIGHT

For your temporary job site lighting needs in high bay locations, Lind Equipment’s LE-HB400PLS is a
cost-effective, durable solution that can save you time and money.  The LE-HB400PLS comes with
a bulb, an easy mounting hook and is pre-wired with cord and plug for 120V service.  The quad-tap
ballast can easily be wired on-site for 120V, 208V, 240V or 277V.

Choosing pulse-start technology over probe-start provides:
+  Reduced lighting and re-lighting time
+  Longer lamp life and lumen output over time
+  Increased energy efficiency (more lumens per watt)
+  Better ability to start in cold temperatures

APPROVALS:  cULus Certified and meets US EISA 2007 Requirements

BULB:  Sockets are rated for a
             maximum 120V 150W A23 style bulb

LENGTH:  100’ of 12/2 STW cord with plug and outlet

SOCKETS:  10 sockets (spaced every 10’)

GUARD:  Plastic

WEIGHT:  23 lbs

REPLACEMENT GUARD:  P/N TLS-PG

BULB:  400W metal halide pulse start

CONSTRUCTION:  Steel powder coated enclosure.  Locking hook for
                                     easy mounting.  Suitable for wet locations.

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N LE-HB400PLS-P1

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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Also available with second cord with outlet for daisy chaining purposes.  Call us for information.
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
BATTERY POWERED

LED HEAVY-DUTY

When you need light but do not have access to a power outlet, you can turn to one of our line
of battery powered hand lights.  With a variety of power source and lighting technology options,
we have the right light for your job.

Lind’s line of battery powered hand lamps provides you the portability you need and the durability
you expect.

LED1425C HEAVY-DUTY RECHARGEABLE LED WORK LIGHT

Our heavy-duty LumenexTM construction applied to a rechargeable work light.  Virtually
indestructible polycarbonate housing and rubber ends makes this a light that can take some
abuse.  Operates as a work light (8 LEDs on the side) and as a flashlight (1 LED on the end).
Battery will last up to five hours on a full charge, and will recharge in four hours.

ARRAY SIZE:  Eight 0.5W work light LEDs, One 1W flashlight LED

LIGHT OUTPUT:  240 lumens

BATTERY:  7.2V NiMH

WEIGHT:  2.5 lbs

LED1425C                 Work light with battery and 120V charger

LED1425C-P1          Extra battery for LED1425C

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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LED INDUSTRIAL

LED280C INDUSTRIAL RECHARGEABLE LED WORK LIGHT

Three 1W CREE LEDs give off extremely bright light that floods the task you are working on.  The
light can operate in “hi” and “low” settings to conserve battery power.  The LED280C has two
convenient hanging hooks and a powerful magnet mount for multiple ways of vertical or horizontal
hanging.  Unit will also stand up on its flat base.  Comes with TWO batteries for constant usage
and 120V and 12V charging cords.  Each battery lasts 5 hours on low and 3 hours on high.

ARRAY SIZE:  Three 1W CREE LEDs

LIGHT OUTPUT:  280 lumens

BATTERY:  Two 7.2V NiMH batteries included

DIMENSIONS:  15” x 3.5” x 2.75”

WEIGHT:  1.1 lbs

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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Watch a video of the LED1425C in action at
www.lindequipment.net/batterypowered#led1425c
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LED INDUSTRIAL

LED48C CORDLESS RECHARGEABLE LED WORK LIGHT

Features a dual stage switch that provides two levels of brightness and long running batteries
which stay lit for 3-4 hours on high brightness and 7-8 hours on low brightness.  The LED lamps
last up to 50,000 hours.  Each model also includes two convenient hanging hooks. 

ARRAY SIZE:  48 LED

LIGHT OUTPUT:  87 lumens

BATTERY:  7.2V NiMH

DIMENSIONS:  13.5” x 2.5” x 1.5”

WEIGHT:  2.7 lbs

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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FLUORESCENT INDUSTRIAL

PLR-13 RECHARGEABLE FLUORESCENT WORK LIGHT

This cordless rechargeable work light utilizes a long lasting fluorescent bulb which delivers excellent
light in a highly portable package.

Product features include:
+  13W cool operating compact fluorescent

+  900 Lumens

+  Rechargeable 7.2V NiMH battery pack

+  90 minute runtime with full charge

+  Convenient rotating hanging hook

+  Stands upright on its base

+  Weight: 4 lbs

+  Includes battery pack and 120V charging cradle

+  Also includes 12V auto adaptor cord

+  Extra battery for the PLR-13 work light:  P/N PLR-P1

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PLR-P2

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
BATTERY POWERED

LANTERNS & SPOTLIGHTS HEAVY-DUTY

LE945 RECHARGEABLE LANTERN

These cordless rechargeable lanterns deliver long lasting performance in a durable package.
This light offers several unique features including:

The LE945 also offers three mountable charging bracket options for use in
a variety of applications.

+  120V AC plug-in charger for wall outlets
+  12V DC plug-in charger for auto receptacles
+  12V DC hardwire charger with inline fuse for permanent vehicle mounting

+  Quality GE Sealed beam halogen bulb or bright LED array
+  Rechargeable 6V gel cell battery
+  Built-in over-charge protection
+  Includes adjustable stand
+  Optional magnet mount and nylon shoulder strap available

HALOGEN BULB OFFERS:
+  4-5 hours of constant operation
+  8-10 hours of intermittent operation

LED BULB OFFERS:
+  25+ hours of constant operation
+  SPOT MODE: 3W, 110 lumens
+  FLOOD MODE: 0.17W, 56 lumens

We also have an Emergency-On Lantern, the LE946.  Same outstanding features as the LE945 plus 
automatically turns on if there is a power failure.  See below.

LE945-1YS
PART NO. CHARGER TYPE BULB TYPE

120V AC Charger 8W spot

LE945-1YF 120V AC Charger 8W flood

LE945-1LED 120V AC Charger LED array

LE945-2YS 12V DC Plug-In Charger 8W spot

LE945-2YF 12V DC Plug-In Charger 8W flood

LE945-2LED 12V DC Plug-In Charger LED array

LE945-3YS 12V DC Hardwire Charger 8W spot

LE945-3YF 12V DC Hardwire Charger 8W flood

LE945-3LED 12V DC Hardwire Charger LED array

LE946-1YS 120V AC Charger 8W spot

LE946-1YF 120V AC Charger 8W flood

LE946-1LED 120V AC Charger LED array

REPLACEMENT BULB:  Spotlight - P/N H7550  •  Floodlight - P/N H7551                 REPLACEMENT BATTERY:  P/N 6V4P

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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2150 SERIES PATROL LIGHT

This rugged emergency patrol and utility light offers excellent light output combined with a nearly
indestructible neoprene construction.  This product features a sealed beam bulb that penetrates
through glass, smoke, and fog.  It also offers a pistol grip with activation trigger for single handed
operation, and a handle ring for hanging storage.  This model comes complete with a heavy
duty 12’ 18/2 coil cord and a cigarette lighter plug.

2,000,000 CANDLEPOWER SPOTLIGHTS

+  Quartz halogen beam technology for maximizing beam power and distance
+  Durable black ABS housing and non-skid rubber bezel
+  12V, 2.8 amp battery/100W quartz halogen bulb

LANTERNS & SPOTLIGHTS HEAVY-DUTY

LANTERNS & SPOTLIGHTS INDUSTRIAL

2150-509          50W Halogen bulb

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N 2150-95

QR-2002          Features an internal, memory-free rechargeable battery with 15-20 minutes

                             constant operating time (30-40 minutes intermittent use) on a full charge.

                             Comes with 110V and 12V charging cords, and a 12V cord for continual

                             powered operation.

                       REPLACEMENT BATTERY:  P/N QR-12VB

QH-2002          Operates from any standard 12V cigarette lighter

                             receptacle

REPLACEMENT BULB FOR BOTH SPOTLIGHTS:  P/N 01-0430-01

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
BATTERY POWERED

HEADLAMP
HL-ST HEADLAMP

When you want to shed light on your work but need to keep your hands free, the HL-ST headlamp
is the perfect solution.  This product offers:

+  High intensity 4.8V 0.75A 3.6W krypton beam

+  Uses 4AA alkaline cells (included), which provides
    approximately 4 hours runtime

+  10,000 candlepower light output

+  Easily replaceable krypton lamp with over 20 hours
    lamp life

+  Hard hat or forehead mount

+  90 degree vertical adjustment range

+  Completely waterproof to withstand corrosion or
    malfunction in wet environments (O-ring gasketed)

+  Durable rubber headband

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N HL-601

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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